
To us there are no foreign markets.TM

Global Equity Portfolio

* Please refer to the relevant Fund documentation, including Factsheets 
1  Equivalent value in relevant currency of the Share Class.  These minimum amounts may be reduced at the 
discretion of the Directors.
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A high conviction, 
bottom up, focused, 
direct equity portfolio

Invest in our global equity expertise
We all live and work in an increasingly interconnected world – and as a wealth manager with 
a global investment outlook, we believe there are far too many fantastic companies and 
investment opportunities for you to focus solely on shares listed in only one particular region 
or country. With this portfolio, your wealth management will benefit from our core investment 
philosophy, global expertise and values. 

Specifically, we will create an actively managed and high conviction portfolio of great 
companies from anywhere in the world, which will aim to give you consistent and attractive 
risk-adjusted returns over the long term. When searching for great companies for your 
portfolio, we look for the following characteristics:

• They are financially secure

• They enjoy competitive advantage within their industries, often globally

• They possess strong intellectual capital

• They deploy their physical capital rationally and generate superior returns from it

• They steadily compound their real profits and the dividends that flow from them
over time

• Their market valuations, in our opinion, do not reflect the longer-term opportunities
open to them

• Above all, they consistently turn free cash flow from operations into attractive
shareholder returns.

This sort of global equity portfolio is only appropriate if you have a high tolerance to 
investment risk. 

Accessing our Global Equity Portfolio
It can be accessed directly in a segregated portfolio, with a minimum value of 
USD 1.5 million, or for smaller sums from USD 5,0001 upwards, through our CGWM Global 
Equity Fund. This is our UCITS V Fund version of the portfolio*.

HIGH CONVICTION INVESTING

This Service is designed for clients 
who have a tolerant attitude to 
risk.  This investment may not be 
suitable for all investors.  Investors 
should make their own investment 
decisions based upon their own 
financial objectives and financial 
resources and should discuss the 
suitability with a financial adviser.

Investment involves risk. The value 
of investments and the income from 
them can go down as well as up and 
you may not get back the amount 
originally invested. 

Contact
Guernsey 
T:  +44 1481 733900

Isle of Man 
T: +44 1624 690100 

Jersey 
T: +44 1534 708090 

United Kingdom 
T: +44 20 7523 4600 
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William Lamond 
Portfolio Manager

William is a senior 
investment manager 
within the Discretionary 
Management Team, 
specialising in managing 

traditional portfolios for both private and 
institutional clients. He is a member of the 
Global, European & US Stock Selection 
Committees. He is also the Oil & Gas, 
Telecoms and Travel & Leisure sector 
specialist to the UK Stock Selection 
Committee as well as a member. William 
began his career at Collins Stewart Fund 
Management in 2002 working as an equity 
analyst and back up fund manager for 
the European Funds. He holds the PCIAM 
Diploma, Investment Managers Certificate 
and is a Chartered Member of the CISI.

How does our global investment process work?
As we can invest in thousands of potential equities worldwide, it is important you understand 
how we reduce this universe to create a manageable opportunity set which we are confident 
will provide value for you.

Stage One: Quest® investment screening – the DNA at the very heart of our global equity 
investment process 
By investing in the Global Equity Portfolio, you benefit from the insight provided by Quest®, 
which is Canaccord Genuity’s unique and proprietary equity evaluation system and analytical 
tool. Quest® allows us to analyse approximately 9,000 companies and covers around 95% of 
total global market capitalisation. 

As well as a screening system, we use Quest® to evaluate new investment opportunities, using 
the knowledge and insights we have built up over many years of using this powerful toolkit. 

For our Global Equity Portfolio, initially we only look at companies with a free float market 
capitalisation in excess of USD 1 billion as we believe it is important to select investments 
that are liquid and easily realisable. This immediately reduces the number of target equities 
to approximately 6,000.

Secondly, we screen these 6,000 target equities by applying a range of core Quest® ‘positive 
screens’ which cover a variety of investment themes, from the more traditional value and 
growth plays to turnaround stories. This screening process creates a focused investable 
universe of between approximately 200 and 500 stocks. 

In order to qualify for the final Global Equity Portfolio investable universe, companies  
must feature in at least three of our positive screens, thereby ensuring that we include 
stocks that we find attractive against a wide range of criteria as well as meeting our core 
investment philosophy. 

Richard Champion 
Portfolio Manager

Richard is Canaccord 
Genuity Wealth 
Management’s Deputy 
Chief Investment 
Officer, based in our 

London office. He is a member of the 
Asset Allocation and Portfolio Construction 
Committees, as well as sitting on the UK, 
European, US and Global Stock Selection 
Committees. Richard joined Canaccord 
Genuity Wealth Management in June 2015. 
Prior to this he was Chief Investment Officer 
at Sanlam Private Wealth, and has extensive 
experience running Global, European and 
UK equity portfolios, as well as managing 
money for high net worth clients. He is an 
Associate of the Society of Investment 
Professionals.

Quest® – insight is everything 
Intelligent investors look beyond the conventional wisdom of markets. They want to 
see more, understand more and ultimately invest with confidence. 

For nearly 20 years, institutional investors have trusted Quest® to provide superior 
data integrity and analytical tools to help generate and compare investment ideas 
across sectors and markets, on a platform that is completely free of bias or agenda.

Quest® was developed with three key principles in mind:

The Quest® approach to corporate analysis and valuation is based on two simple 
notions: the first is that a company can create most value for shareholders by 
generating a cash flow return on capital in excess of its cost of capital while growing 
its capital base. The second is that in a competitive world, no company can maintain 
returns above cost of capital forever. 

Importantly, Quest® is an equity evaluation process. By examining the quality of a 
company’s cash flow returns, its key drivers and its capital allocation decisions, 
and by comparing them with the valuation ascribed to them by the market, we can 
both challenge and validate conventional analytical assumptions. In this way we can 
understand just what a company needs to do to outperform the wider market from its 
current valuation. 

1 2 3
To analyse 

corporate wealth 
creation by looking 

at returns, key value 
drivers and capital 

allocation decisions

To help investors to 
think like owners,  

as opposed to  
short-term investors

To provide a 
robust valuation 

framework including 
cash flow modelling and 

more conventional 
approaches
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Stage Two: In-depth qualitative analysis
Once we have a more focused investment universe of opportunities, our dedicated seven-
person global equity portfolio team undertakes detailed analytical work. The names and 
roles of each investment professional in the team are listed below. We review and rigorously 
evaluate potential investments for inclusion in the final portfolio, applying the disciplines of 
traditional equity analysis. 

Our aim is to identify companies that we consider offer good value compared to their 
expected growth, compared to their own history and compared to their sector peers or to the 
market as a whole.

The qualitative criteria we apply are designed to create a portfolio that lives and breathes 
Canaccord Genuity Wealth Management’s investment philosophy. The attributes we are 
looking for are:

•  Compliance with the appropriate accounting standards 

•  Not overly indebted

•  Where we consider the management team is aligned with shareholder interests 

•  Where the company’s ‘economic moat’ is both wide and deep, such as:

 −  high and defensible market share 

 −  strong intellectual leadership in its industry 

 −  capable of weathering disruptive technologies 

 −  enjoys consistent economies of scale and cost advantage over its peers

•  Where we believe an attractive track record of returns are likely to persist for five to  
ten years 

•  Where the company’s business model is not subject to excessive regulatory or  
legal challenge 

•  Where the company has a long-term record of delivering shareholder value.

We will select companies that will have generally conformed consistently with these criteria 
in the past and are forecast by us to continue to do so, or be companies which we believe are 
changing in such a way that they will conform consistently with the criteria in the future. 

By combining the powerful ability of Quest® to identify companies that generate attractive 
cash returns on invested capital with our qualitative overlay and our disciplined approach to 
relative valuation, we aim to produce a portfolio that will generate excellent and consistent 
returns for our clients.

Total Universe – World equities on Quest® (>USD 1bn free float) 
c. 6,000 companies

Investment Universe – Quest® positive screens 
c. 200–500 companies

Qualitative analysis – bottom-up 
fundamental stock selection and Quest® 

company specific validation

20 to 40 
accepted 

stocks

Portfolio construction and risk control
We believe a high conviction portfolio is the best way to generate added value, while working 
within rigorous controls to ensure we diversify the portfolio effectively. 

Marc Pullen 
Senior Equity Analyst

Marc is a senior analyst 
within the Chief 
Investment Office, 
specialising in equities. 
He is a member of the 
Global, UK, European & 

US Stock Selection Committees. Marc joined 
Canaccord Genuity in 2001 initially as part 
of the Quest® team. In 2006 Marc helped 
establish the Canaccord Genuity Swiss 
office as an institutional stockbroker, 
relocating to Jersey in 2014. He holds a BSc 
in Business Administration with a major in 
Economics from Clarion University of 
Pennsylvania.

Simon McGarry 
Senior Equity Analyst 

Simon is responsible for 
equity research in 
London. He joined 
Canaccord Genuity 
Wealth Management in 
2014 having joined 

Collins Stewart in 2009. A Chartered 
Accountant and a Qualified Financial Adviser, 
Simon has an MBA (with distinction) from 
Cass Business School, London and a BSc 
(with distinction) in Financial and Actuarial 
Mathematics from Dublin City University.

Marc Pullen 
Senior Equity Analyst

Dermot Hamill 
Investment Adviser

Robert Pickford 
Investment Adviser

Investment Committee

Richard Champion 
Portfolio Manager

William Lamond 
Portfolio Manager

Simon McGarry 
Senior Equity Analyst

Mark Clubb 
Investment Adviser



The Global Equity Portfolio is only available to clients who have sought advice from a financial adviser. This document is for information purposes only and is not to be construed as a solicitation 
or an offer to purchase or sell investments or related financial instruments. It has no regard for the specific investment objectives, financial situation or needs of any specific person or entity. This 
communication is defined as a financial promotion by the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000.

The investments discussed in this document may not be suitable for all investors. Investors should make their own investment decisions based upon their own financial objectives and financial 
resources. Quest® is used under licence and with permission of Canaccord Genuity Ltd. Accounts, Share Prices & Global Consensus Estimates data provided in conjunction with S&P Capital IQ© 
2015; Benchmark Sector comparatives are based on the Global Industry Classification Standard (GICS®) and provided in conjunction with S&P Capital IQ© 2015 (and its affiliates, as applicable), 
see restrictions. Share prices are relative to the MSCI USA IMI (see restrictions) Quest® is at this stage registered in the UK and in the USA, and common law trade mark rights are asserted in other 
jurisdictions. CFROC, CITN and triAngle are trademarks of Canaccord Genuity Limited. We reserve the right to use an alternative valuation tool to Quest®. The GPS Global Equity Portfolio invests in 
global equities using US dollars as a base currency. Returns may differ signifcantly when converted to other currencies at the prevailing exchange rates.

Canaccord Genuity Wealth Management is a trading name of Canaccord Genuity Financial Planning Limited (“CGFPL”) and Canaccord Genuity Wealth Limited (“CGWL”), both are authorised and 
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, and are wholly owned subsidiaries of Canaccord Genuity Group Inc. Both have their registered office at 41 Lothbury, London, EC2R 7AE. CGFPL is 
registered in England & Wales no. 02762351. CGWL is registered in England & Wales no. 0373694. Canaccord Genuity Wealth Management (“CGWM”) is a trading name of Canaccord Genuity 
Wealth (International) Limited (‘CGWI’) which is licensed and regulated by the Guernsey Financial Services Commission, the Isle of Man Financial Services Authority and the Jersey Financial Services 
Commission and is a member of the London Stock Exchange and the Channel Islands Securities Exchange, CGWI is registered in Guernsey no. 22761 and is a wholly owned subsidiary of Canaccord 
Genuity Group Inc. Registered office: Trafalgar Court, Admiral Park, St. Peter Port, Guernsey, GY1 2JA. Please note that the offshore affiliate is not FCA regulated or authorised and does not benefit from 
FCA investor protection rules.

* Please refer to the relevant Fund documentation, 
including Factsheets

1 Equivalent value in relevant currency of the Share Class. These minimum amounts may be reduced 
at the discretion of the Directors.
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Although these measures are 
designed to moderate risk within 
the portfolio, investors should be 
aware that, in addition, changes in 
exchange rates may have an adverse 
impact on the value of holdings 
within the portfolio and the income 
derived from them. We do not 
undertake currency hedging activity 
to control this risk. 

Furthermore, the portfolio is highly 
concentrated with potentially as few 
as 20 holdings. In addition, since the 
portfolio comprises only equities, 
there are no diversification benefits 
to investors from holding other asset 
classes that may be uncorrelated 
with the performance of equities  
in the event of a general fall in  
equity values.

Minimum Investments  
USD 1.5 million into a segregated 
portfolio USD 5,0001 into a UCITS 
V Fund*.

Depending on how much you would like to invest, you can choose to have a direct equity 
portfolio or invest via our Fund*. Whichever option you decide on, we aim to hold between 
20 and 40 stocks at any given time. When we have the greatest confidence in our ideas, we 
will tend to run portfolios with fewer holdings and larger individual position sizes. When we 
feel markets are becoming more risky, we will tend to broaden out the number of holdings to 
increase diversification.

Taking a high conviction approach resulting in a highly concentrated portfolio like this 
is generally considered to be more risky than a portfolio with a wider range of holdings. 
Therefore, to assist with overall risk management, we operate a number of investment 
constraints within our process: 

At portfolio level 
• The portfolio’s benchmark is the FTSE All World Index Total Return, gross of tax,  

which we consider to be an appropriate measure of the portfolio’s progress

• The portfolio will adopt industry standard risk management parameters 

• The portfolio must have exposure to three out of the five geographical regions of the 
FTSE All World Index 

• It must have exposure to five out of the ten standard broad industry  
classifications as defined by the Industry Categorisation Benchmark system  
owned by FTSE International™ 

• No more than 10% of the portfolio may be invested in securities of the same issuer 

• All positions of 5% or more must not, in aggregate, comprise more than 40% of  
the portfolio 

• The Global Equity Portfolio has the ability to hold up to 20% in cash in exceptional 
circumstances. Under normal market conditions it is the intention to remain fully 
invested, which in practice means limiting cash holdings to approximately 1% of  
the portfolio.

At stock selection level 
•  For a stock to be considered for investment it must feature in at least three of the range 

of positive Quest® screens subject to the freedom, if required, to hold up to 20% of the 
portfolio outside the core criteria (although such companies must still feature within the 
wider Quest® universe) 

• All holdings must have a minimum free float (proportion of shares that are actually 
traded) of USD 1bn at the time of initial investment 

• We systematically review all holdings that breach their price targets or that no longer 
feature in three or more of the range of positive Quest® screens. These reviews may, or 
may not, result in the position being sold or reduced.

As our client, we want you to be confident in the knowledge that your portfolio is meticulously 
constructed and contains companies that we believe have some of the most attractive cash 
flow returns characteristics in the world. 

CGWM Global Equity Portfolio Fund share classes available in the UCITS V Fund*

Share class name Currency
Distribution 
policy

Investment 
management 
fee

Subscrip-
tion charge

Redemp-
tion 
charge

Minimum 
investment

Minimum 
subsequent 

A USD (Accumulation) USD Accumulation 1.5% Up to 5% Nil USD 5,000 USD 1,000

A SGD Hedged (Accumulation) SGD Accumulation 1.5% Up to 5% Nil USD 5,0001 USD 1,0001

R USD (Accumulation) USD Accumulation 0.8% Up to 5% Nil USD 5,000 USD 1,000

R USD (Distribution) USD Distribution 0.8% Up to 5% Nil USD 5,000 USD 1,000

R GBP Hedged (Accumulation) GBP Accumulation 0.8% Up to 5% Nil USD 5,0001 USD 1,0001

R GBP Hedged (Distribution) GBP Distribution 0.8% Up to 5% Nil USD 5,0001 USD 1,0001




